What are the meanings of churchyards and cemeteries and their forms of memorialisation? Such a question preoccupies many today, as in the past. Indeed, we are witnessing in recent times an extraordinary upsurge of public interest in memorialisation, commemoration, and their links to memory.
countryside? How regional was their uptake, and did Celtic regions adopt them at the same time as English metropolitan areas? What is the regional chronology of this development, and what may that tell us about regional fashion change in the metropolis and the so-called provinces? Is rustication a rural or urban memorial form, or was it indifferent to town and countryside differences? Were such memorials influenced by local availability of types of stone which might lend themselves to rustication? How did rustication merge with or relate to other memorial forms, whether in chronology, stylistic influence, or artistic difference: the memorial styles most notable here were the Gothic and Art Deco. What residual forms does rustication have now, and why? Rustication in architecture was also sometimes used to demarcate or suggest class or social divisions. This is sometimes found in the external layering of stone work in great houses, especially in the eighteenth-century Palladian revival, where the servants' or service quarters could lie behind the lower rusticated level of stonework, seeming to serve also as a solid and rougher foundation, while more 'polite' owners' floors of residence usually lay behind the smoother more 'finished' ashlar stonework above. This was so, to take a neoclassical example, with the 'rustic floor' of Kedleston Hall (Derbyshire). 12 Hence one needs to bear in mind that rustication in church or cemetery memorialisation may hint at political or social empathies, whether personal or fashion-based, as well as at certain empathies with Nature or sympathies with the natural world. Such memorials may also be a taste-related extension of elements of architectural history, depending upon the styles of rustication deployed.
The monolith
Pictorial examples are needed here to indicate the various forms that rusticated memorials take. It is appropriate to start with the 'monolith'-type memorial, where the 'rustic' or naturalistic element was most obviously pronounced. 13 This type of memorial may be found in many periods, and often featured in regions where the dominant stone types were relatively resistant to fine carving, for example granite, or where an abundance of rough stone was available, or where masonry skills were limited locally, or where its relatively low cost made it useful as a memorial. Monolith memorialisation is common for example in the Aran Islands off Galway, or in parts of the Scottish Highlands, or in the Charnwood parishes of Leicestershire. Conversely, despite the massive availability of local stone, it is rare in the Isle of Portland, because of the exceptionally high quality of limestone there and the skills of local quarrymen and carvers. In some cases the potential cheapness of such memorials can mark persons less pertaining to the locality, or of a lower class, standing instead of a more carefully prepared and expensive memorial. A 1970 example (see Figure 1 ) from Inisheer, one of the Aran Islands off Galway, to Orla Knudson [sic] , simply says in Gaelic: 'Cuimnig ar "An Dane"' (trans: 'Put remembrance on The Dane', or 'Remember The Dane'). It commemorates an 'outsider', Orla the Dane (Orla Knudsen), a self-taught weaver living in a very small house who worked a loom built from driftwood.
14 13 See the figurative example in H. Mytum, Recording and Analysing Graveyards (York, 2000) , pp. 112-3, n. 8400 in his classification.
14 We are grateful to Richard Butler for translation. On Orla Knudsen, see C. Bird and K. Rafter, This is Charlie Bird (Dublin, 2006) . , 1905-1970. It is worth stressing how enduring (both as material and fashion) these memorials are, for while they can be found throughout the British Isles in the medieval and early modern periods, or as a rare, inexpensive and less class-impressive form in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, they are also a type of memorial that came back into popularity from the later nineteenth century, and then (as we shall see) again in recent decades. Such monolith memorials mark some recent burials, including in village and urban cemeteries. They traverse periods and regions, but more recently are a fascinating revived form.
Monolith types may also act as a collective memorial, as in the Irish rusticated memorial (and increasing cairn), dated 1849, which commemorates victims of the Irish ', Landscape Research, 40:8 (2015) . Such identification is not rustication as used here but it does speak to interesting parallel processes with regard to the rustic.
fallen'. 16 A more individualised example is seen in Figure 2 , for a one-month old infant, Colin Logan, memorialised in 1888 in the churchyard of Church Langton, Leicestershire.
Here it might appear that the 'inchoate', simple or unspoilt memorial denotes an undeveloped life, as if sculpturally prepared yet never completed. 
-Mar. 1888).
The nature of these monolith-type memorials varies considerably, exploiting the shapes of the natural stone, and its symbolic possibilities. Another moving example, see in Figure 3 , from Hallaton village cemetery in Leicestershire, combines monolith rustication with a deliberately shaped symbol of the cause of death. This occurred through the accidental fall by 29 year old Dr Iain Challoner-Courtney and his American fiancée Dr Wendy Havelka from the Jungfrau in the Swiss Alps in July 1994, shortly after becoming engaged. The rustic memorial quite accurately represents the shape of the mountain. 'They died together on the mountains they loved', reads the monolith's inscription. An article in The Times describes their being roped together and falling 2,500 feet while descending after having reached the 16 Parish Meeting Minutes, Newbold Verdon (Leics.), Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland, DE 3155/4 (25 March, 1924) . Rough stone rustication is a common feature for war memorials: see for modern examples A. Borg, War Memorials from Antiquity to the Present (London, 1991), plates 92, 136, 148, 160, 171, 173, 174, 177. mountain's summit. 17 One notices here also a high level of educational attainment and a love of Nature associated with a rusticated memorial, a theme to which we shall return. July, 1994.
In some other such cases of monolith or rustication themes, aspects of the person or his/her occupation were apparently being referenced by this medium. A 1928 example from Northampton, perhaps of a blacksmith, is shown in Figure 4 , for John Edmund and his wife Elizabeth, the rustication of which may also relate to hardiness of occupation, character or physique.
17 A Staff Reporter. 'Couple died roped together after fall from alpine peak, ' The Times, 19 Jan., 1995, p. 3 . Moreover, as can be seen from these illustrations -and a fuller array of images would convey this even more strongly -they are all sculpturally unique in shape, in varying stone type, size and other qualities. In other words, they are distinctive in almost every case, being individual and exceptional as such; they have great variety, and they depart from the regulated predictability of many forms of memorialisation, perhaps most notably during the twentieth century. It appears therefore that they denote memorialised people as unique individuals, rather than as persons apparently (via the frequent clichés of memorialisation) sharing a common religious spirit and emotionality with others from a local or wider community. They pay less regard than many other forms of memorialisation to social, theological or artistic conventions, and this may be one reason for their attraction. These are issues to which we will return.
Other forms of rusticated memorials
The monolith is a common 'rustic' form, yet only one among many other types. The anchor and rocks motif is widely found, as it had been in eighteenth and nineteenth-century 22 Matthew 16:18; and see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_Peter: 'Names and etymologies ', and "Rock" dialogue'. (3.11.2017) . See further references there. Another form is the Calvary type of memorial, with a cross set into the top of a rock, which is frequently encountered in many burial grounds, such as Ashwell in Rutland.
Another type, of dual rustication, incorporates an angel in rocky or arboreal-cross proximity.
An example from a major Victorian cemetery in Leicester is shown in Figure 6 . A further variation of this type is seen in Figure 9 , from Wolston (Warwickshire). The lopped tree shown here (as with a broken pillar) refers to a life cut prematurely short, often found on memorial iconography, in this case taking a large-scale and distinctive rustic form.
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In some cases rustication contained lettering inscribed onto a rough stone surround and backing, not really amounting to a monolith. Or there could be similar treatment but onto an area surrounded by a rough wooden frame imitated in stone. A very striking form of stone memorial is the rough-timber framed and textured (almost 'log-cabin') type of which many variants exist, in many kinds of stone including marble. 36 These are sometimes referred to as 'log pediment'. 37 An example of this is in These types of rusticated tree rendition had some counterparts in other ecclesiastical forms, such as the elaborate font in a highly rusticated arboreal form at Peatling Parva church in Leicestershire. One might also refer to a long tradition of medieval and post-medieval bench-end carving, which in some less formal styles sometimes adapted elements of tree-like rustication. Such rusticated memorials can be related to many other wood carvings, elements of rustication in church walls and construction, and the like.
Art Nouveau and related rusticated styles
These forms of rustication were often translated into Art Nouveau and some subsequent memorial styles, such that one might see such developments as separate from 'rusticated', though where there are dominant rusticated elements they warrant inclusion in our definition.
As always with memorial styles, they can overlap interestingly. Kensal Green cemetery, for 
The chronology of change
Our concern now must be to arrive at a much more precise understanding of the chronology of such rustication, and indeed how it fits with the more common forms of memorial styles:
namely those broadly defined as Gothic and Art Deco. Indeed, for all the discussion of 'the Gothic Revival', 38 the timing regionally and denominationally of that revival is less well specified, and the decline of the Gothic is an even less understood and studied phenomenon.
Memorials are a perfect, though as yet non-utilised source, for these issues. A total of 165 English and Welsh burial grounds, of all kinds, were studied for this examination of the three styles, and these are listed in our Appendix. Many burial grounds were analysed specifically for one type of memorial, notably the less numerous rusticated ones, while certain burial grounds were analysed for all three types, as is shown in the Appendix. This resulted in comparable distributions for 1,246 rusticated memorials, 1,067
Gothic memorials, and 1,401 Art Deco memorials. These are combined by memorial type for the English east midlands (parishes in Leicestershire, Rutland, Northamptonshire, Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire and Cambridgeshire), Kensal Green cemetery, and
Montgomeryshire (now part of Powys) in the subsequent analysis, for we can detect no significant differences in the respective stylistic chronologies of these English and Welsh churchyard, Nonconformist chapel, and cemetery memorial styles. Nor can we detect any significant dissimilarities in the adoption of rustication in churchyards and cemeteries, despite the undoubted other differences between the cemetery and the churchyard (affecting buildings, respective histories, legal frameworks, clerical control, ritual, or community focus). Each separate style appears in the post-c.1850 period to be synchronous for our regions and largely governed by national tastes. , 1910 , -1939 , (London, 2015 . 41 The dead do not bury themselves, though they frequently specify memorial preferences, and thus tastes in memorials also reflect choices of the surviving generation. rather than truncating a style of burial memorialisation after the Second World War. Again, the pattern here is one of ascribed modernity, or more rapid change in styles, albeit coupled with and supplanted by the rather undistinctive or commonplace nature of neoclassical/Lutyens styles of memorial that have, by and large, taken over from all three of these earlier forms in the modern cemetery or churchyard.
Two cemetery case studies
It is instructive to develop two regional case studies, comparing Welsh and English cremation.org.uk/history-of-cremation-in-the-united-kingdom (24.1.2018) . Despite an increasing spread of memorialisation for those buried, cremation may have diminished the craft of memorial stonemason, and there was concern about this in the 1950s. See Burgess, English Churchyard Memorials, p. 57.
compared to the somewhat more extensive hand-wrought input to many Gothic memorialsthus making Art Deco memorials more price-accessible and facilitating the wider diffusion of memorialisation during the twentieth century. This has of course continued into the largely post-Art Deco era, even though some examples of deliberately 'crude' modern rustication supply exceptions. Loughborough Cemetery was laid out in 1857 and enlarged in 1892 to cover 12.5
acres. 44 It is still open and occasionally used for burials. The cemetery is designed in picturesque style, surrounded by railings and a dense planting of shrubs and trees. The centrepiece is a Gothic-Revival style chapel building, now used as commercial office space.
Two lodges at the front, one in Gothic style, are currently occupied as residential dwellings.
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The cemetery also contains about 80 war graves including some of German and Italian servicemen.
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The municipal cemetery in Newtown, Montgomeryshire, opened in April 1884. It was constructed because the three nearby churchyards were inadequate for the population of this Welsh textile industrialized town. The cemetery is located on a ten-acre plot, part of a former racecourse on the eastern edge of the town. This was quite a strongly Nonconformist region, given its Welsh culture. The first interment was of a small child whose burial was overseen by a Wesleyan Methodist minister as the Anglican clergyman would not attend a service and burial in unconsecrated ground. The first monument was erected seven months after the cemetery's opening and was for John Hall (who died in 1882).
In other words, in relation to the chronology of Gothic memorialisation, this Welsh cemetery (like many others) is likely to truncate the early stages of Gothic documentation, which one normally expects to notice by the 1850s. Thus one should not attach too much importance to the steep rise of Gothic shown in Figure 17 for the 1880s. The churchyards that this cemetery replaced show Gothic as a memorial style emerging as early as the 1830s. This is despite the lively Welsh Nonconformity of the area, which might not be expected to conduce to early adoption of Gothic styles. Nevertheless, the peak of Gothic memorials here, in the 1890s, is in line with wider trends, as seen in Figures 14 and 16 . There is no evidence of a 'provincial' or Welsh cultural delay behind the spread of Gothic in the English regions.
Indeed, the local trends for all three types of memorial match very closely. They even correspond with the rustication trend for the London cemetery of Kensal Green (which peaks 1910-30), a metropolitan venue that one might presume to be forward in fashion. This allows one largely to discard ideas about 'provincial', rural, or Welsh memorial culture lag after the mid-nineteenth century. 47 The synchronicity here of memorialisation change does not suggest much Celtic backwardness compared to the metropolis or central areas of England, though that remains to be more widely tested for other Celtic countries, and it is worth noting that their religious attendance rates were usually higher than in many English areas at this time.
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However, what is perhaps most distinctive in relation to Welsh culture is the precipitous decline in Gothic memorials shown here, somewhat earlier than the twentieth-century prolongation of Gothic style that one sees in the cemeteries or Anglican churchyards of the 47 The evidence for provincial and indeed American lagged adoption of memorial styles in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries is much more compelling. Europe, 6 (2013), p. 282; S. Bruce, Scottish Gods: Religion in Modern Scotland, 1900 -2012 (Edinburgh, 2014 
Interpretation and conclusion
Our greatest stress in this article has been upon rustication, a marginal and neglected memorial type, yet one that has fascinating cultural ramifications and parallels. We have addressed the forms of rustication in relation to other better known memorial styles, throwing light upon their own impact and chronologies. Clearly, major questions arise about generational duration and change in fashions governing memorials, about the Gothic demise -such a neglected theme compared to the Gothic revival -and the cultural implications of the supplanting of Gothic by Art Deco and related 'modern' memorials. Our findings clearly address issues of the rejection of Victoriana, and that may extend to 'eminent Victorians', to ideas of sobriety or decorum, clothing, funeral practices, associations of gloom, and for many people even the churchyard itself. Many 'reforms' in churchyard management of the interwar period appear to be manifestations of that. These issues deserve to be addressed by others. Let us stay in conclusion with this article's main emphasis.
Rustication on memorials was clearly a romantic and picturesque form that peaked between 1890 and 1940, though it shows interesting prolongation through to today. It needs to be associated with the later nineteenth and early twentieth centuries' ideas of the picturesque, the 'back to the land' movement in all its forms, notions about uncorrupted Nature, anti-industrialism and the frequent anti-urbanism of those decades. It probably relates also to the more romanticised or informal ideas of garden design that characterised this period, and which influenced concepts of the churchyard and cemetery. Among those who wished to adopt such forms of memorialisation -and with rustication they were always a small minority -it seemingly spoke to a personalised idea of belonging or ascetic disposition as pertaining to natural or remote or rural places. Improvements in internal transport had made such places more accessible than hitherto to countless people. Rusticated memorials our discussion, which were genre continuities from earlier eighteenth-century traditions of rococo and complex flower motifs, as indeed from some elements of Gothic design and related Nature symbolism. How did such symbols help people mourn, how were their associations helpful, and how did they change? The memorial study of such selective enduring symbols into a more secular worldview is, as yet, a largely undeveloped field of study.
The frequently absent elements of religious memorialisation that can accompany rustication, especially in its most extreme monolith forms, appear to bear testimony to the growing secularisation of thought over this period, 52 even though many rusticated memorials still embodied religious and devotional symbolism and epitaphs. Nature, on such memorials, was itself often a quasi-religious way of thinking, as it was in writers such as Richard Jefferies or Edward Thomas. As Jan Marsh wrote: 'love of Nature…enabled many late
Victorians to dispense with God gradually, as it were'. 53 The decline of the Gothic, and the rise of Art Deco (to focus on the major trends in memorialisation), also clearly pertain to this line of thinking, even though Art Deco memorials and the rectilinear modernism that they embodied could also sometimes contain religious symbolism such as the sign of the cross.
The greatest significance and subjective appeal of memorial rustication probably lay here: in its apparently Nature betokening, incipient secularising, and individualising quality. These memorials were a very distinctive personal choice when set against Gothic normalcy.
manifestations or causes of secularisation, 54 alongside factors such as social diversification and pluralism, the growth of technological options to religious solutions, and changes within the history of ideas. Rustication bore witness to a growing emphasis on individualistic choice and substitution of 'natural' symbols for Victorian religion and Gothic truisms, hitherto collectively shared even across denominations amid the memorial-leaving classes. One way of reading this is to see it as a step towards more recent modern 'natural burial' practices, for in principle some of the monolith-type memorials proximate to the principles behind that.
Indeed, one could go further and suggest that rustication also shared something with the individualised concept and 'freedom' of scattering ashes elsewhere associated with the growth of cremation. 55 One thinks for example of Arthur Wainwright's ashes scattered on some bleak Lake District path near Windermere: for him an apposite and lonely sign, an extension of personality, linking himself to monolith-like structures, and incidentally rejecting in death any association with a community or even family of settled people. And he has not of course been alone in such a gesture, as any climber of Snowdonia knows.
The frequent irregularity and distinctiveness of rustication (albeit not true of all such memorials) may suggest some break with memorial traditions which extolled similarity and shared purpose with others in 'the community'. Compared for example to the classicism of many earlier memorials, or the Gothic forms most associated with the Victorian period, and many other 'expected' or predictable period orthodoxies, there is rather less scope to see the more highly individualised rusticated memorials as enhancing 'a community of the living and the dead', in Wordsworth's phrase. 56 Furthermore, rustication may also have occasionally hinted at populist rather than community-wide sympathies, following some earlier socio- and senses of religious purpose -and the much more secular, accessible, machine-age world of Art Deco and its subsequent memorial derivatives. Those post-1925 dominant memorial styles, through to the present, were arguably less artistically individualistic than rustication, and in their industrial rectilinear forms they parted company radically from the Nature gesturing of rustication. Yet their ultimate significance of course lay in the fact that they finally allowed so many more people to be memorialised with any degree of permanence at all -which was itself a widening form of individualistic expression and recognition.
Appendix: Churchyards and cemeteries analysed
All midland burial sites are in Leicestershire or Rutland unless otherwise mentioned. All are Anglican churchyards unless otherwise specified. All data were analysed using SPSS. 
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